Vote Amy for Women’s Rep!!

Who am I?

Hi!! My name is Amy and I would love to be your Women’s Rep next year! If you don’t know who I am, I’m 5’2”, I do French and Linguistics and used to (😊) live in Woodstock.

Why vote for me?

To be cheesy but truthful, I absolutely love our college and the people in it and would love a chance to give back!
I believe I’m a great fit for this role because I am…:

- **Organised** – if something needs to get done I will do it done quickly and effectively
- **Passionate** – I absolutely believe that there is still a need for roles like this one and would make the most of the opportunity to represent the women of this community because they deserve it!
- **Approachable** – I like to think I am a very approachable person and would relish the opportunity to work alongside other reps as well as communicating with all members of the college along the way
- **Happy to talk about whatever, whenever (with whoever!)**

Thanks for reading :) & vote Amy for Women’s Rep!!

My Ideas:

- Maintain the sanitary product delivery service which Grace has already significantly improved (I love organising and efficiency so this sort of task is right up my street)
- Create a platform which enables us to build up a personal history of Anne’s women throughout the ages by showcasing stories from alumnae and current students
- More inter-college events, groups and societies for those who want to be able to feel part of larger groups e.g. for subjects, social groups, nationalities etc. which are underrepresented within college
- More events with our alumnae (a large part of our community!)
- Cohesion between women’s, equality, disability and BAME reps to push for more equalities action in college
- Most importantly - representation and recognition for everyone!!

Why vote me?

More events with our alumnae (a large part of our community!)